DAS NORDLAND
FALLSCHIRMJAGER HANDBOOK
Section I. Dress code
All soldats should take pride in their
uniform and are required unless told so to
wear it at ALL group places while events
occur. This includes meetings, trainings,
raids, etc.

Section II. Respect and Loyalty
All soldats MUST show upmost respect to all
higher ups at all times unless it is in a
joking manner. Loyalty to the fatherland
should be shown at all time. We are not
casuals we are an elite infantry division,
lets act that way.

Section III. Surrender Policy
No men of mine shall EVER surrender. Not
only is it a disgrace to the fatherland it
is betrayal of your comrades. You will

never fallback unless ordered so by a
higher up you will at least hold your
ground.
Section IV. Attendance Policy
You being an elite soldat could be the
final factor on whether the fatherland wins
or loses a raid. As a result CONSTANT
activity is required of you. Failure to
frequently participate in raids and
trainings will result in punishment and
removal. If you know you will have to be
away for a few days let a higher up know.

Section V. Idiocy Policy
Being an idiot is one of the worst things
you can do. There are so many ways to fall
in this category that it simply cannot be
listed. In the end if a higher up deems you
are too idiotic or immature you will be
removed without question.

Section VI. Spelling and Grammar
These two things must be used at all times
while on active duty. Active duty is

considered being at a training, raid,
meeting, etc.

Section VII. Relief of Duty
You will NEVER leave the unit without
proper dismissal from a higher up. You will
be marked as a traitor until you apologize
publically for your idiotic mistake.
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